Using a Bang-Bang optimal control (BB) technique, we transfer polarization from abundant high-γ nuclei directly to singlet order. This approach is analogous to algorithmic cooling (AC) procedure used in quantum state purification. Specifically, we apply this method for enhancing the singlet order in a natural abundant 13 C-13 C spin pair using a set of nine equivalent protons of an 11-spin system. Compared to the standard method not involving polarization transfer, we find an enhancement of singlet order by about three times. In addition, since the singlet magnetization is contributed by the faster relaxing protons, the recycle delay is halved. Thus effectively we observe a sensitivity enhancement by 4.2 times or a reduction in the overall experimental time by a factor of 18. We also discuss a possible extension of AC, known as heat-bath algorithmic cooling (HBAC).
Introduction
Not many experimental architectures allow as elaborate control on quantum dynamics as that of NMR. Several powerful RF control techniques such as composite pulses [1] , adiabatic pulses [2] , band-selective/broadband pulses [3] [4] [5] [6] are being routinely used in NMR spectroscopy. Numerical methods such as strongly modulating pulses [7] , GRadient Ascent Pulse Engineering (GRAPE) [8] , Krotov [9] , etc have also been used for specific purposes in spectroscopy as well as quantum information. Here we describe an application of Bang-Bang (BB) optimal control that utilizes a sequence of full-power RF pulses with variable phases separated by variable delays [10] [11] [12] . Generally, the numerical complexity of optimal control techniques scales rapidly with the size of the spin system, thus limiting their applications. On the other hand, BB relies on onetime matrix exponentiation to build basic unitaries and hence it's complexity scales much slower, and therefore is applicable also for fairly larger spin systems [11] . In this work we utilize the BB control to directly transfer polarization from a set of ancillary spins to the long-lived singlet-order in a spin-pair.
Right after its conception, long-lived singlet-order has gained significant theoretical and experimental interest [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] due to its wide range of applications such as study of slow molecular processes [32] , characterizing molecular diffusion [33, 34] , precision measurement of scalar couplings [35] , obtaining molecular structure information [36] , and storage of hyper polarization [37] [38] [39] [40] .
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In NMR, the basis states are usually the spin eigenstates in the Zeeman magnetic field, and under normal conditions it is hardly possible to prepare any pure quantum state. However, it is often possible to prepare an excess population in one of the quantum states relative to uniformly populated remaining states. Thus an excess population of singlet state relative to a uniformly populated triplet states is represented by the density operator
where 1 4 is the four-dimensional identity operator and the scalar quantity S quantifies the singlet-order [18] . Since the dominant intra-pair dipolar relaxation process does not connect subspaces of different symmetries, the singlet-order often lives much longer than other non-equilibrium states whose lifetimes are limited by the spin-lattice relaxation time constant T 1 [16, 17] . In favorable cases, singlet life-times as long as over 50 times T 1 have also been observed [27] . One way to access singlet-order is to utilize the chemical shift separation (along with J-coupling) between two spins to prepare a mixture |S 0 S 0 |−|T 0 T 0 | of singlet and triplet states. This is followed by suppression of chemical shift to impose symmetry, achieved either with low-field switching by shuttling the sample out of the magnet [13] , or with a strong RF spin-lock while retaining the high-field [15] . After a desired storage period, the chemical shift separation is restored and the singlet-order is converted back into observable single quantum coherence.
Later, accessing singlet-order in systems with chemical equivalence, but magnetic inequivalence w.r.t. a chemically equivalent ancillary spin-pair, was discovered [22] . In this case, each of the chemically equivalent spin-pairs exist in singlet states at high magnetic fields without requiring external spinlock to impose symmetry. It was also shown that by exploiting the higher sensitivity of ancillary 1 H-1 H spin-pair, one can prepare, store, and detect 13 C-13 C singlet order either with isotopic labeling [41] or even at natural abundance [42] .
In this work, we show that using the BB optimal control techniques, we can directly transfer polarization from ancillary protons to enhance naturally abundant 13 C-13 C singlet order. This method is widely applicable in a variety of systems where a pair of spins with or without chemical equivalence are coupled to a few ancillary spins.
Although the concept of polarization transfer has long been a part of NMR spectroscopy [43, 44] , it has been revisited in quantum information while attempting to achieve a small set of highly pure quantum bits (system qubits) at the expense of purity of a large number of ancillary quantum bits (reset qubits). This process known as algorithmic cooling (AC) systematically transfers entropy from system qubits to reset qubits [45, 46] . Motivated by these concepts, we refer to the single iteration polarization transfer as AC. Heat bath algorithmic cooling (HBAC) is a nonunitary extension of AC, that involves removal of the extra entropy from the reset qubits to an external bath so that AC can be iteratively applied to achieve higher purity of system qubits [47] .
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we describe BB optimal control in detail, along with our spin system and pulse sequence. In section 3 we describe experimental results and simulations. Finally, section 4 contains discussions and conclusions.
Methods

Bang Bang (BB) optimal control
Consider a system in a state ρ in that needs to be steered to a target state ρ. We discretize the time evolution into N segments each of duration ∆t. In the rotating-frames of the RF carriers, let H 0 be the internal Hamiltonian of the system and
be the RF Hamiltonian on k th channel and n th segment. Here A k,n , φ k,n are the amplitudes and phases respectively, Z k,n = 
achieves an effective unitary evolution U = N n=1 e −iH n ∆t . In this work, we try to find a unitary U that prepares the target state
containing a long-lived singlet component |S 0 S 0 | with a maximum singlet-order S (0). Here ρ ∆ is an undesired, though unavoidable, component containing triplet states as well as other artifact coherences. The expectation value of the singlet com-
Therefore by maximizing Q via BB control, we can obtain an unitary preparing a maximum singlet-order. A subsequent spinlock of duration τ rapidly damps out the short-lived component ρ ∆ towards the maximally mixed state 1 4 /4, such that the purified state is of the form
where S (τ) = S (0)e −τ/T S is the singlet-order decayed due to the long singlet life-time T S . In the next section we use AC to enhance the singlet-order from S to AC S by polarization transfer from ancillary spins.
As opposed to schemes like GRAPE [8] which use smooth RF modulations, BB control employs pulses having either zero or full RF amplitudes (A k,n = Ω k or 0) but variable phases (φ k,n ) to generate arbitrary unitaries. A flowchart describing various steps of the BB optimal control using genetic algorithm is shown in Fig.1 . The major advantage of BB control is that the exponentiation of Hamiltonian to obtain the basic unitary (X k ) as well as the delay unitary (U d ) is rendered an one-time process that is outside of the iterations. Matrix exponentiation is a bottleneck in conventional algorithms based on amplitude modulation, particularly for large spin systems. The unitaries corresponding to arbitrary bangs are obtained by rotating the basic opertor X k aboutẑ axis, i.e., U k,n = Z k,n X k Z † k,n . Here Z k,n is a diagonal operator in Zeeman basis and hence is efficiently computed during the run-time of iterations. Thus BB method allows quantum control of large spin systems as demonstrated in the later section. It is even more efficient in designing RF sequences with low duty-cycle requiring long evolutions of internal Hamiltonian such as polarization transfer operations.
Spin System
To demonstrate HBAC, we use an 11-spin system including a pair of naturally abundant, weakly-coupled 13 C spins surrounded by nine chemically equivalent 1 H spins of 1, 4-Bis(trimethylsilyl)butadiyne (BTMSB). The sample was prepared by dissolving 120 mg of BTMSB in 0.7 ml of CDCl 3 (0.88 M). We use the protons to directly prepare enhanced 13 C-13 C singlet-order. The molecular structure of BTMSB is shown in Fig. 2 . The molecular symmetry provides twice the probability of naturally abundant 13 C-13 C pairs. The chemical shift difference between the two 13 C spins is 2.32 ppm, and the 13 C 1 -13 C 2 J-coupling constant is 12.7 Hz, while J-coupling between 13 C 1 and the closest equivalent protons is 2.7 Hz. The spinlattice relaxation time constants (T 1 ) are about 3 s, 6.5 s, and 8.2 s for 1 H, 13 C 1 and 13 C 2 respectively. The effective transverse relaxation time constants (T * 2 ) are respectively 0.3 s, 2.5 s, and 2.9 s. 
Pulse sequence
The pulse sequence employed for the preparation and enhancement of 13 C-13 C singlet polarization is shown in Fig 3 . The initial thermal equilibrium state of the system is
where C and H are the carbon and proton polarizations respectively, and H / C = γ H /γ C 4.
Then a BB sequence is applied to prepare 13 C-13 C singletorder. Thus the reduced density operator for carbon spins is now
where AC S (0) represents the enhanced singlet-order. At the end of the spin-lock of duration τ AC , one obtains a high quality singlet state
with the singlet-order AC S (τ AC ). Suppose 1 H spins have much shorter T 1 relaxation time constant compared to the life time of singlet (T S ). Then during the spin-lock duration, 1 H spins regain polarization by spin-lattice relaxation and are available for further polarization transfer to 13 C-13 C singlet state. In our pulse sequence this is achieved by another BB pulse. This process (Fig. 3) known as HBAC can be iterated to further enhance the singlet-order in favorable systems. At the end of m HBAC iterations we obtain the state
where HB m S (τ HB ) is the singlet-order after the final spin-lock of duration τ HB .
Finally, we convert the singlet polarization into,
where zy and yz terms form the observable single quantum coherences of 13 C spins. In the following section we describe experimental results and numerical analysis. 
Experimental results and numerical analysis
All experiments were performed using a 9.4 T (400 MHz) Bruker NMR spectrometer at an ambient temperature of 298 K using a standard high-resolution BBO probe. The transitionselective Gaussian pulse was of 750 ms duration. The BB pulse for AC was of duration 296 ms and that of HBAC was of 248.5 ms. Fig. 4 (a) displays the 13 C spectra corresponding to 13 C-13 C singlet-order at natural abundance without AC, and was obtained with the standard sequence without involving any polarization transfer [15] . The recycle delay was set to 35 s (approximately five times T 1 of carbons) and a total 512 scans were recorded. Although the characteristic signature of the singlet state is visible in terms of the antiphase magnetizations, the signal to noise ratio is rather poor. Fig. 4 (b) displays the 13 C spectra corresponding to 13 C-13 C singlet-order with AC again recorded with 512 scans. Since the polarization is mainly contributed by 1 H spins, we need a recycle delay of only 15 s (approximately five times T 1 of protons) and accordingly required only half the experimental time as that of without AC. Both spectra in Fig. 4 were recorded with the same spin-lock duration τ AC of 10 s. However, the signal to noise ratio with AC is about twice that of without AC spectrum. The estimated enhancement of singlet-order with AC compared to that of without AC, i.e., AC S / S , is about 3. The enhanced singlet-order allows us to conveniently monitor its decay versus the spin-lock duration τ AC . The results shown in Fig. 5 indicate the singlet decay constant T S of about 25.9 s. Thus, the singlet-order is approximately 3 to 4 times longer lived compared to the T 1 values of carbons.
In this particular spin system, we did not observe any advantage of HBAC over AC. HBAC is suitable for systems with fast relaxing ancillary spins and very slow relaxing system spins [48] . In such a system, protons recover their magnetization (after AC) much faster than the decay of singlet state, so that further polarization transfer can be carried out. In our system, the T 1 to T S contrast was insufficient to observe this effect.
We now numerically analyze the BB sequences to understand the dynamics of singlet-order enhancement. Fig. 6 (a) shows the BB profile of AC pulse and 6 (b) displays the evolution of singlet-order as a function of time starting from state ρ 0 of Eqn. 9. Here time discretization was done with ∆t = 500 µs, and RF amplitude Ω C /(2π) = 250 Hz. Thus each bang corresponds to a 45
• nutation.
At the end of the AC sequence the singlet enhancement factor reaches a maximum value of 4. Experimentally, however, we achieved an enhancement of about 3, presumably due to RF inhomogeneity, hardware non-linearity, and relaxation effects. 
Discussions and conclusions
Sophisticated quantum control techniques are recently being used in both spectroscopy as well as in quantum information to achieve complex and precise spin dynamics [7, 8, 10, 11, [49] [50] [51] . The challenge in many of such techniques is the numerical complexity involved in evaluating and optimizing propagators of large spin systems. In this regard, the Bang-Bang (BB) quantum control technique offers a unique advantage, since it only needs one-time evaluation of basic propagators by matrix exponentiation. Therefore, we can synthesize BB controls for larger spin-systems. Here we have described the various steps in the BB control technique using a flowchart.
In this work, we achieve the quantum control of 11-spin system by transferring polarization from nine ancillary spins into the singlet-order of a spin-pair. We experimentally demonstrate this method in a naturally rare 13 C-13 C spin-pair, with a probability of 0.011%, and obtain an enhanced singlet-order by a factor of 3, compared a standard method without involving polarization transfer. However, owing to the faster T 1 relaxation of the ancillary protons, the BB approach needed only half the experimental time compared to the latter. Thus effectively, we gain sensitivity enhancement by about 4.2 times or effectively over 18 times reduction in experimental time.
Exploiting the enhanced sensitivity, we investigated the decay of the singlet-order under spin-lock and found it to be three to four times longer lived compared to individual spin-lattice relaxation time constants.
We also investigated the heat-bath algorithmic cooling (HBAC) which attempts to further enhance the singlet-order by iterative transfer of polarization from ancillary spins. HBAC is particularly suited for systems with fast relaxing ancillary spins and slow relaxing target spins [48] . In principle, the long-lived singlet states are ideal for storing the spin-order between the iterations where ancillary spins re-thermalize by giving away extra heat to their bath. With this motivation, we explored HBAC in the 11-spin system described above. However, due to insufficient contrast between the life-times of singlet-order and ancillary spins, as well as insufficient enhancement by each iteration, we could not observe any significant advantage of HBAC process in this system.
The methods described here are can be applied to other homonuclear spin-pairs such as naturally rare 15 N-15 N or even naturally abundant 31 P-31 P pairs. We also anticipate to find many other interesting applications of BB control techniques in spectroscopy as well as in quantum information processing.
